The Williams Stone Company has created 11 different Encore™ Granite Veneer “collections” with a variety of broken-bond and random patterns. The Encore system is comprised of 36 different components produced from the seven available stone finishes (split, sawn, rock, hammered, thermal, honed and polished).

All collections are cut to produce a repeatable random pattern with sawn beds in rise heights of 3.5-, 7.5- or 11.5-inches and thicknesses of 4-inches.

The system elements are individually labeled and are accompanied by a layout diagram for easy installation and virtual elimination of waste. In addition, trim and accent pieces are available to complete the look, including sills, lintels and headers. A complete layout of your project can be provided at an additional charge.

Each system is banded and wrapped on pallets, approximately 135 square feet per pallet (40 square feet per ton).

100% Chester Gray®
Split Face, Broken Bond Pattern

100% Old Berkshire®
Split Face, Broken Bond Pattern

100% Williams Blue Sky™
Split Face, Broken Bond Pattern

100% Moonlit Rose®
Split Face, Broken Bond Pattern

Berkshire Blend Collection
25% Split Face & 25% Natural Layer Chester Gray, 25% Split Face & 25% Natural Layer Old Berkshire, Random Pattern

Classic Collection
70% Williams Blue Sky & 30% Chester Gray, Broken Bond Pattern
In addition to predesigned Encore™ Veneer Collections, William Stone Company also produces two additional types of granite veneers:

**Random sawn bed** square and rectangular veneer pieces in 6- to 48-inch lengths, in the proper ratio of rises and granite types. Random allows for configuration as desired. Pieces will need to be cut on site. Contact the customer service department for more information on random sawn bed veneer for your specific project.

**Squared random shapes** (see sample above) in thicknesses of 3- to 5-inches, 3-inch-minimum width/height by 13-inch-maximum width/height. Contact the customer service department for more information on squared veneer for your specific project.